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ASSESSMENT OF THE
EFFICACY OF PHOTODYNAMIC
THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH
CHRONIC CENTRAL SEROUS
CHORIORETINOPATHY
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M.1, Jirásková N.3

SUMMARY
Purpose: The aim of this prospective clinical study was to evaluate the
anatomical and functional results of the treatment of 54 eyes with chronic
form of central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) using photodynamic therapy in
a reduced (half) verteporfin (HD-PDT) dosing regimen.
Materials and Methods: Our prospective study included 54 eyes of 52
patients (40 males, 12 females) at an average age of 50.1 years (median 49.5,
range 30–75 years) treated at the Ophthalmology Clinic of the First Faculty
of Medicine and Military University Hospital in Prague from January 2012 to
January 2018 for chronic form of CSC with a minimum disease duration of 3
months. In our study, we evaluated the improvement of the best corrected
visual acuity (BCVA) and central retinal thickness (CRT) before treatment and
at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months after HD-PDT.
Results: The mean baseline BCVA was 68.91 ± 10.5 ETDRS letters
(median 71; range 35–85) and the mean baseline CRT was 385.6 ± 118.5
µm (median 367, 5 µm; range 245–1000 µm). At the end of the followup period, the average BCVA was 79 ± 11 ETDRS letters (median 82;
range 38–93). The improvement in BCVA before and after treatment was
statistically significant in all measurements (p < 0.0001). The mean CRT
at the end of the follow-up period was 263.5 ± 52 µm (median 258.5 µm;
range 162–404 µm). The decrease in CRT at all timepoints was statistically
significant compared to baseline (p < 0.0001). In our set of patients, at
the end of the follow-up period, the retinal finding was improved or
stabilized in 50 eyes (92.6 %). In this study, we observed in 2 cases the
development of secondary choroidal neovascularization (CNV).
Conclusion: HD-PDT is a long-term safe and effective method of treating
chronic forms of CSC. However, despite a reduced dose of verteporfin,
complications may occur.
Key words: chronic central serous chorioretinopathy, half-dose photodynamic
therapy, secondary choroidal neovascularization
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INTRODUCTION
Central serous chorioretinopathy is a pathology characterised by serous detachment of the neuroretina, especially in
the posterior pole of the eye [13]. CSC is frequently accompanied by serous expulsion of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and associated with the seepage of fluid into the
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subretinal space through the defective RPE. CSC most commonly affects men of productive age [15]. The precise pathophysiology of the disease is not entirely known. On the basis
of an examination of angiography with indocyanine green
(ICG), which detected increased permeability of the choroidal capillaries [47], and optical coherence tomography
(OCT), demonstrating increased thickness of the choroidea
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[19], choroidal vasculopathy is presumed to be the primary
cause of CSC. In most cases CSC has a good prognosis, with
spontaneous resorption of subretinal fluid (SRF) and adjustment of visual functions. However, in a small percentage
of patients the disease progresses to a chronic or recurrent
course, and may lead to irreversible functional and anatomical changes of the retina, with a resulting final clinical picture of diffuse retinal pigment epitheliopathy (DRPE) [47].
The optimal therapeutic approach to patients with CSC remains controversial. In recent decades, countless different
therapeutic procedures have been used in the treatment of
chronic forms of CSC (cCSC); these have included for example laser photocoagulation [25], medicamentous treatment
[14,41] standard PDT [9] or agents acting against vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) [16]. In recent years experts
in the treatment of cCSC have inclined towards less destructive
methods such as photodynamic therapy in reduced-dose regimens (rPDT), either with a reduced dose of Visudyn (“reduced-dose”) or of the used laser beam energy (“reduced-fluence”)
[21,22,43]. Chan, Uetani and Alkin demonstrated comparable
efficacy and safety in the use of reduced regimens of PDT (reduced-dose or reduced-fluence PDT) in patients with cCSC, in
whom an improvement of best corrected visual acuity (BCVA)
and a reduction of subretinal fluid was achieved, wherein no
complications were recorded in the observed cohort [1,7,49].
In the Czech Republic no standards for treatment of
this clinical pathology exist to date. Because the disease
typically afflicts younger patients of productive age with
high demands for quality of vision, correct timing and determination of treatment of acute and especially chronic
form of CSC remains a challenge. Whereas previously the
treatment relied exclusively upon laser treatment of the
retina [29], in recent years there has been an inclination
towards more conservative methods such as photodynamic therapy or intravitreal application of antiangiogenic
substances (anti-VEGF) [26,28].

AIM OF STUDY
The main aim of this prospective, non-randomised clinical
trial was to evaluate the anatomical and functional results of the treatment of 52 patients (54 eyes) treated at the
Department of Ophthalmology at the 1st Faculty of Medicine and Military University Hospital Prague in the period of
2014-2018 for cCSC, with the aid of photodynamic therapy
in a reduced-dose regimen (HD-PDT, half-dose verteporfin). HD-PDT was indicated as the primary intervention in
the case of symptomatic chronic forms persisting for longer
than 3 months, in which no resorption of subretinal fluid
(SRF) took place spontaneously, or following insufficient response to conservative therapy.
Target of clinical evaluation
• change of best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) before
HD-PDT and in 1st, 3rd, 6th and 12th month after treatment.
• change of central retinal thickness (CRT) before HD-PDT and in 1st, 3rd, 6th and 12th month after treatment.
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METHOD
The main entrance criteria included: patients older than
18 years, on OCT evident SRF and/or ablation of RPE persisting for a period of at least 3 months, presence of active
hyperfluorescence on fluorescence angiography (FAG) typical of CSC, presence of choroidal vascular permeability and
abnormally dilated choroidal capillaries on ICG.
The main exclusion criteria covered: symptoms of another
macular pathology (choroidal neovascularisation – CNV,
age-related macular degeneration, angioid streaks, polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy, pathological myopia, tilted
disk etc.), laser treatment or intravitreal application of anti-VEGF within a period of 3 months before inclusion in the
study, previous performance of PDT, non-transparent optical media preventing examination and actual performance
of PDT, known hypersensitivity to any form of preparation
for FAG, ICG or PDT.
In all the patients upon entrance we performed a complete ophthalmological examination, including: examination of
BCVA (EDTRS optotypes) and intraocular pressure by non-contact tonometry (NCT), biomicroscopy of the anterior
and posterior segment of the eye in artificial mydriasis, photo documentation according to protocol – OCT (Heidelberg
Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Germany) – high resolution linear horizontal macular scans, map of central retinal
thickness with determination of CRT value, enhanced deep
imaging (EDI), autofluorescence for determining the extent
of damage to the RPE (Heidelberg Spectralis, Heidelberg
Engineering, Germany), angiographic FAG/ICG examination (separate or simultaneous on instrument Heidelberg
Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Germany).
On the basis of the baseline examination, confirmed cCSC
was defined as a diffuse area of hyperfluoresence in the
macular landscape with serous elevation of the RPE and/
or neuroepithelium, or as a deposit of seepage localised in
an area of up to 500 µm from the centre of the fovea, contraindicated for laser photocoagulation, in which no spontaneous resorption of SRF took place. Patients were indicated for the performance of HD-PDT, which we performed
at the latest within 30 days of the baseline examinations.
The patients were then observed and examined 1, 3, 6 and
12 months after the performance of HD-PDT. A follow-up
examination was always conducted for BCVA, IOP, anterior
and posterior segment of the eye (biomicroscopically). We
always produced control OCT images in a “follow-up” format, which thanks to the function of “eye-tracking” enabled
an entirely precise comparison of images in individual measurements. In indicated cases we repeated FAG/ICG.
We considered stabilisation of the finding to mean absence of SRF, normalisation of CRT, and improvement of BCVA
by 5 or more letters of ETDRS optotypes. We considered an
active finding (persistence of SRF or recurrence) to cover
presence of SRF or ablation of the RPE on OCT, activity on
FAG/ICG, and decrease of BCVA by 5 or more ETDRS letters
in combination with one of the previous two factors. In the
case of persistent activity of the pathology, insufficient effect
of HD-PDT or relapse of the pathology, we selected additi-
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ve therapy with the aid of focal laser treatment, application of anti-VEGF preparation intravitreally, or we repeated
HD-PDT. We repeated control FAG/ICG during the course of
the observation period if we had not recorded an effect of
HD-PDT, thus if persistence of fluid was evident on OCT, if
recurrence of the pathology occurred, or if signs appeared
of CNV complicating the course of the pathology.
We performed additive laser photocoagulation in the case
of demonstration of an active deposit source of seepage at a
distance of at least 500 µm from the centre of the fovea. We
repeated HD-PDT in the case of demonstration of persistent
activity or a finding of new active deposits displayed on a
control angiogram. We applied anti-VEGF preparations (bevacizumap, aflibercept) into the intravitreal space if we diagnosed complicating CNV following performed HD-PDT, or
if upon persistent exudation the RPE was so damaged that
a further session of HD-PDT could have further extended or
deepened the deposit of atrophy of the RPE.
General characteristics of cohort
Our prospective trial included 54 eyes of 52 patients (40
men, 12 women) with a mean age of 50.1 years (median 49.5,
range 30-75 years) treated at the Department of Ophthalmology at the 1st Faculty of Medicine of Charles University and
the Military University Hospital Prague from January 2012 to
January 2018 for chronic form of CSC with a minimum duration of the pathology lasting 3 months. The patients were
indicated for HD-PDT therapy on the basis of the baseline examinations, at which a diagnosis of the basic pathology was
determined – cCSC. The average length of duration of the
pathology at the time of commencement of the treatment
was approximately 11.5 months (range 3-120 months). In our
cohort we had 5 patients with a medical history of general
corticoid therapy (9.4 %), 13 patients were being treated for
hypertension (25 %), 2 patients for depression (3.8 %), multiple sclerosis (MS) had been diagnosed in 3 patients (5.8 %), of
whom in 1 patient the diagnosis of cCSC was preceded by the
diagnosis of MS. On the basis of the baseline OCT/FAG/ICG
examination, a point source of seepage was determined in 6
eyes (11.1 %), and diffuse deposits of hyperfluorescence in 48
eyes (88.9 %). We recorded signs of bilateral cCSC in 23 eyes
(42.6 %). The mean value of baseline BCVA before treatment
was 68.91 ± 10.5 letters of ETDRS optotypes (median 71; in an
interval from 35 to 85 ETDRS letters), and the mean value of
baseline CRT was 385.6 ± 118.5 µm (median 367.5 µm; within
a range from 245 µm to 1000 µm) (Table 1).
Although the presence of cystoid macular degeneration
(CMD) as a complication of long-term cCSC is considered a
negative prognostic factor for treatment [18,38], patients
with CMD were not excluded from our cohort. During the
course of the observation period we excluded one patient,
in whom uveal effusion syndrome later developed, and the
initial manifestations characteristic of CSC were a masking
syndrome of this rare pathology.
Statistical analysis of data
The values of CRT and BCVA at the times of 1M, 3M, 6M
and 12M were statistically compared with the baseline value
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(0M) with the aid of a non-parametric Wilcoxon paired t-test,
for the purpose of addressing the set target (Table 2). For statistical testing, a bilateral alternative hypothesis was selected,
with a 5 % level of significance. The stated P values were adjusted by Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing.
Safety and complications
During the course of the observation period, no systemic
complications appeared in direct correlation with the performed photodynamic therapy or with intravitreal application of an anti-VEGF agent.
From our cohort of 54 eyes with cCSC treated with the
aid of HD-PDT, in two cases we detected the occurrence of
complicating CNV 1 month after the performance of the procedure in the place of radiation of the angiographically demonstrated active lesion, and we evaluate these two cases
as a complication of treatment. In both cases this concerned
subfoveal, or more precisely juxtafoveal minor (though highly
active) CNV of the classic type (Fig. 1, 2). Patients with advanced secondary CNV were treated with anti-VEGF therapy (aflibercept); in one case a minor pacific fibrovascular juxtafoveal
scar resulted, in the second case anatomical adjustment occurred practically ad integrum, with regression of the entire
classic portion of the neovascular complex (Fig. 3).

RESULTS
Anatomical results
The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the anatomical effect of HD-PDT in the treatment of cCSC, thus
to assess quantitative changes of central retinal thickness
(CRT) during the course of the observation period (Graph 1).
In all eyes a positive effect was recorded after the performance of FAG/ICG-navigated HD-PDT, in the sense of a reduction of CRT during the course of the observation period.
The average number of HD-PDT sessions was 1.07 (range
1-2). The mean size of the used laser beam was 1352 µm (at
an interval from 800 µm to 2800 µm), in which we perforTable 1. Basic characteristics of cohort and baseline values of central retinal thickness and best corrected visual
acuity
Parameter

Statistic
N=54

Age

Mean (SD)
Median

CRT [µm]

50,1 (10,41)
49,5

Min. - Max.

30–75

Mean (SD)

385,3 (118,49)

Median
BCVA [ETDRS]

N = 54

367,5

Min. Max.

245–1000

Mean (SD)

68,9 (10,46)

Median

71,0

Min. Max.
35–85
CRT – central retinal thickness, BCVA – best corrected
visual acuity, SD – standard deviation
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med radiation by one beam in 45 cases and in the remaining
9 eyes we irradiated with 2 or more laser beams in a single session. Complete resorption of the subretinal fluid was
achieved in 43 eyes (79.6 %) at the end of the observation

period (Fig. 4, 5).
We recorded persistent SRF in the remaining 11 eyes
(20.4 %), for which additive therapy by intravitreal application of anti-VEGF was selected in 10 cases, in 4 eyes HD-PDT

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of age, central retinal thickness and best corrected visual acuity, and statistical comparison of
changes of observed parameter against baseline value (0M)
Measured value
CRT

BCVA

Time of
measurement

Statistical comparison
with baseline value

Observed parameter
Mean ± SD

Median

P value

0M

385,6 ± 118,5

367,5

1M

263,2 ± 50,5

253

< 0,0001

3M

255,4 ± 46,5

253

< 0,0001

6M

268,3 ± 86,6

255

< 0,0001

12M

263,5 ± 52

258,5

< 0,0001

0M

68,9 ± 10,5

71

1M

74,6 ± 12,3

77,5

< 0,0001

3M

77,3 ± 12,4

83

< 0,0001

6M

78,5 ± 11,1

83

< 0,0001

12M

79 ± 11

82

< 0,0001

age
0M
50,1 ± 10,4
49,5
CRT – central retinal thickness, BCVA – best corrected visual acuity, SD – standard deviation

Fig. 1. (A) Simultaneous fluorescence and indocyanine angiography in prearterial and
(B) late venous phase of angiogram displays rounded subfoveal deposit of gradual hyperfluorescence with demarcated
width of beam for photodynamic therapy (yellow outlining), on angiogram there are no signs of choroidal neovascularisation (C) Transfoveal linear scan demonstrating undulating line of retinal pigment epithelium, subretinal fluid and relatively
well preserved individual retinal layers
CZECH AND SLOVAK OPHTHALMOLOGY 6/2019
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was repeated after an interval of 3 or more months, in which
in 3 cases the procedure was combined with application of
anti-VEGF into the vitreous body.
The mean value of baseline CRT was 385.3 ± 118.5 µm
(median 367.5 µm; range 245-1000 µm). The first month
after the performance of HD-PDT, a reduction of CRT was
observed in 92.6 % of eyes, with a mean reduction by 107.5

µm to mean CRT of 263 ± 50.5 µm (median 253 µm; range
158-423 µm). After three months mean CRT was 255.4 ±
46.5 µm (median 253 µm; range 156-393 µm). At the end of
the observation period mean CRT was 263.5 ± 52 µm (median 258.5 µm; range 162-404 µm). Reduction of CRT at all
measurement times was statistically significant in comparison with the baseline value (< 0.0001).

Fig. 2. (A) Complicating minor classic portion of secondary choroidal neovascularisation 1 month after performed photodynamic therapy
(B, C, D) Demonstration of highly active choroidal neovascularisation on fluorescence angiography

Fig. 3. (A, B) Progressive absolute regression of classic portion, regression of subretinal fluid, preservation of membrana limitans
externa, renewal of interdigitation zone and intimation of extirpation of line of retinal pigment epithelium 1 month and 1 year
respectively after application of anti-VEGF agent
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During the course of the observation period, cases of recurrence of the disease were recorded, with an increase of
CRT by as much as 506 µm, for which HD-PDT was repeated
on the basis of control FAG/ICG (total 4x), with a positive
anatomical and functional effect at the end of the observation period. In 10 eyes intravitreal application of an anti-VEGF agent was indicated at an interval of 1-12 months
(bevacizumab 2x, aflibercept 8x), due to a not entirely satisfactory effect of primary or repeated HD-PDT with residual
subretinal fluid, of which in two cases an anti-VEGF agent
was applied due to the development of secondary CNV (2
eyes, 3.7 %) in connection with the performed treatment,
with an interval of maximum 1 month after the performance of HD-PDT.
At the end of the observation period we achieved a satisfactory result without exudative activity in 49 eyes (90.7 %).
In two eyes recurrence was recorded even despite the initial good effect of treatment, as well as an increase in activity in the 12th month with discrete surface elevation of
the neuroretina. In one patient there was a progression of
changes in the vitreoretinal interface, with accentuation of
traction of the epiretinal membrane (ERM), which evidently contributed to the presence of residual discrete SRF, and
ultimately limited the resulting effect of HD-PDT. Patients
with developed secondary CNV were treated with anti-VEGF therapy (aflibercept); in one case anatomical adjustment
took place practically ad integrum, with regression of the
entire neovascular complex and renewal of the OS/IS line
and membrana limitans externa (MLE), in the second case
a minor pacific fibrovascular juxtafoveal scar formed, with
breach of the OS/IS line and MLE.
Functional results
The primary aim of this study was to evaluate also the
functional effect of HD-PDT in the treatment of cCSC, thus
to assess the change of best corrected visual acuity during
the course of the observation period (Graph 2).
Mean BCVA at the beginning of the observation period
was 68.9 ± 10.5 ETDRS letters (median 71, range 35-85). Higher age and a higher value of subretinal fluid did not co-

Graph 1. Box graph illustrating values of central retinal
thickness at individual measurement times (before treatment and 1, 3, 6 and 12 months after treatment)

Time in month

rrelate with worse visual functions at the commencement
of treatment. BCVA values progressively increased in the
1st, 3rd 6th and 12th month after treatment to 74.6 ± 12.3
ETDRS letters (median 77.5, range 33-89), 77.3 ± 12.4 ETDRS
letters (median 83, range 35-95), 78.5 ± 11.1 ETDRS letters
(median 83, range 38-95), and 79 ± 11 ETDRS letters (median 82, range 38-93). Improvement of BCVA before and after
treatment was statistically significant in all measurements
(p < 0.0001). Furthermore there is a significant difference
between the values measured in the 1st and 6th or 12th
month (p = 0.0089, p = 0.0002 respectively). On average
there was a gain of 11 letters at the end of the observation
period. Patient age did not correlate with relative change of
BCVA at individual measurement times 1, 3, 6 or 12 months
after the performance of HD-PDT (p = 0.8929, p = 0.04411,
p = 0. 1336 and p = 0.4172 respectively).
Out of a total number of 54 eyes before the commencement of treatment with HD-PDT, 7 eyes (12.7 %) had BCVA
of at least 80 ETDRS letters, at the end of the observation
period this had increased to 33 eyes (61.1 %). At the baseline examination 14 eyes (25.9 %) had BCVA worse than 60
ETDRS letters, at the end of the observation period this had

Fig. 4. (A) Simultaneous image of fluorescence and indocyanine angiography illustrating late hyperfluorescence (pooling)
beneath ablations of the retinal pigment epithelium, minor deposit of hyperfluorescence in the parapapillary region, indication of size and location of beams for photodynamic therapy (yellow outlining); there is clear gradation of the filling of
the choroidea beneath serous ablations, at the same time the image excludes the presence of choroidal neovascularisation.
CZECH AND SLOVAK OPHTHALMOLOGY 6/2019
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After performed HD-PDT we did not record any significant
atrophying changes of RPE in comparison with the baseline
finding even one year after the performance of treatment.
On the basis of an OCT analysis we consider irregular
alignment of the retinal layers, atrophy of the RPE, presence of persistent dense subretinal hyperreflexive material
(HRM), and the occurrence of CNV to constitute adverse
factors for resulting BCVA. Even despite the highly satisfactory overall results of treatment, these changes showed
a correlation with subjective perception of deteriorated vision, with a reduction of contrast sensitivity or discrete metamorphopsias.
(B) High, sharply reducing serous ablation of retinal pigment epithelium on transfoveal linear image before treatment

DISCUSSION

Fig. 5 (A) Regression of activity of pathology with progressive normalisation of retinal layers 1 month and (B) 1 year
after performance of photodynamic therapy respectively
been reduced to 4 eyes (7.5 %).
At the end of the observation period we recorded an improvement of central visual acuity in 50 eyes (92.6 %), wherein there was an improvement of BCVA by a minimum of
3 rows in 13 eyes (24.1 %). In 4 eyes stabilisation of visual
function was achieved after treatment, with preservation
of baseline BCVA. In patients in whom secondary CNV occurred there was a temporary decrease of BCVA (not more
than 1 row of ETDRS optotypes), with an adjustment of sight
following intravitreal application of anti-VEGF therapy to a
resulting 85 and 68 ETDRS letters respectively. In our cohort
we did not record any cases of decrease of BCVA by 5 or
more ETRDS at the end of the observation period.
Graph 2. Box graph illustrating values of best corrected
visual acuity at individual measurement times (before
treatment and 1, 3, 6 and 12 months after treatment)

Central serous chorioretinopaathy is characterised by idiopathic detachment of the neuroretina and/or retinal pigment epithelium on the posterior pole of the eye caused
by seepage from pathologically altered choroidal capillaries.
CSC occurs most frequently in younger people of productive
age, manifested as an acute deterioration of visual acuity. In
the great majority of cases spontaneous resorption of the
subretinal fluid takes place, with a good prognosis quo ad
visum [34]. However, in certain cases the pathology progresses to a chronic stage, in which exudation beneath the
neuroretina and/or RPE is not absorbed within 3 months
of the onset of the condition, or pathology has a recurrent
character. Chronic form of CSC is associated with persistent
subretinal exudation, progressive changes of the retina and
a corresponding long-term deterioration of central visual
acuity. Chronic or recurrent CSC may be a protracted condition, and as a result of long-term persistent separation
of the neuroretina leads to irreversible functional changes,
accompanied by dysfunction of the RPE [20], subretinal exudates and fibrosis [17], cystoid macular degeneration [18],
and complicating CNV [4,30]. The precise cause of the origin of CSC still remains unclear, it is assumed that abnormal
choroidal capillaries play a key role in the pathogenesis of
this condition [36,42,47]. Increased thickness of the choroidea, perceptible on EDI-OCT [19], and increased choroidal
permeability, demonstrated on ICG, suggest a conclusion that treatment targeted precisely at these deposits of
pathologically altered choroidal capillaries may be effective
in therapy [31,50]. Even despite convincing results of several
prospective clinical trials, at present there is no gold standard in the treatment of this pathology. Opinions of experts
differ markedly with regard to the commencement of treatment, how radical this should be, and the choice of the
most appropriate therapeutic procedure.
In previous decades the standard of treatment for deposit lesions with extrafoveal seepage was conventional laser
therapy. Although this treatment may accelerate the resorption of the subretinal fluid, it does not have an influence on
choroidal hyperpermeability [44]. In 2003 studies were published demonstrating satisfactory results upon the use of

Time in month
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photodynamic therapy [6,50]. The mechanism of verteporfin PDT in the irradiated localisation consists in the selective,
non-thermal temporary or permanent occlusion of the choroidal channel, caused by singlets of oxygen molecules emitted from a photosensitive substance (verteporfin) following
irradiation by laser energy (PDT, Visulas, ZEISS, Germany)
[32,39]. Photodynamic therapy in the standard dosing regimen was the primary method of choice in the treatment of
cCSC; although the anatomical and functional results are satisfactory in several international publications [6,34,50], the
use of conventional PDT may lead to a more frequent incidence of complications – atrophy of RPE, hypoperfusion of
the choriocapillaris, early hypoxia of chorioretinal tissue and
occurrence of secondary CNV [6]. Some authors are of the
opinion that the use of PDT in a more conservative regimen
(reduced-dose, reduced-fluence or a mutual combination
thereof) brings similar anatomical and functional results,
but with a better safety profile and minimum of the aforementioned adverse effects [1,12,22]. They then view the
principle of the effect of reduced PDT as consisting rather in
the remodelling of the choroidal channel, with a reduction
of seepage of choroidal capillaries, than in its occlusion [9].
The largest published cohort to date, published by Lim,
covered an evaluation of a total of 256 eyes treated by
standard or reduced PDT. Complete resorption of SRF took
place in 81 % of cases. Although the effectiveness of PDT
treatment was demonstrated, its use even in reduced form
may not be entirely harmless. Complications of this cohort
were stated in 5.5 % of cases, of which atrophy of the RPE
occurred in 4 % and severe acute decrease of BCVA in 1.5 %
of patients. In this case the reason for the decrease of visual
functions was not stated [26]. With reference to the potential complications, a range of clinical trials have been conducted, confirming the safety and efficacy of PDT in modified
dosing regimens. The authors Nicoló, Smretschnig and Rouvas in their studies published the effect of half-fluence PDT
(25J/cm2, HF-PDT), which led to a complete resorption of
SRF in 84-100 % of eyes, with a degree of recurrence of 0-29
% [37,45,46]. Similar results were presented by the authors
Chan, Nicoló and Fujita upon the use of a reduced dose of
verteporfin (3 mg/m2 HD-PDT), in which a resorption of SRF
took place in 89.2-100 % of cases, with a degree of recurrence of 0-17.2 % [7,12,37]. Although Alkin and Kim did not
record a significant difference in the anatomical and functional effect between the individual therapeutic modifications
[1,22] Nicoló presented more rapid absorption of SRF and a
longer-term in the case of HD-PDT in comparison with HF-PDT [37]. Fujita et al. published the largest cohort to date
of patients with cCSC treated with HD-PDT at a single clinical
centre. At the end of the observation period 89.2 % out of
204 eyes recorded complete resorption of subretinal fluid,
5.4 % eyes had persistent SRF and the degree of recurrence
was 5.9 % [12].
In our prospective non-randomised clinical trial we assessed the anatomical and functional results of 52 patients (54
eyes) treated at the Department of Ophthalmology at the
1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Military University Hospital Prague in the period of 2012-2018 for cCSC
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using the method of HD-PDT. In our cohort of patients, at
the end of the observation period we attained an improvement or functional-anatomical stabilisation in 50 eyes (92.7
%), while persistent SRF was recorded in 2 eyes (3.7 %), and
in 3 eyes (5.6 %) we recorded recurrence over the course
of one year, in which this occurred in 2 eyes at the end of
the observation period. The mean age of the patients was
50.1 years (median 49.5, range 30-75), the mean number
of HD-PDT sessions was 1.07 (range 1-2), mean size of used
laser beam was 1352 µm (within an interval of 800 µm to
2800 µm).
Out of a total number of 54 eyes with cCSC, a complete
resorption of subretinal fluid was achieved in 49 eyes (90.7
%). The mean value of baseline CRT of 385.6 ± 118.5 µm
(median 367.5 µm) was reduced to a value of 263.5 ± 52
µm (median 258.5 µm) at the end of the observation period. The degree of resorption of SRF following HD-PDT treatment in previous clinical trials is stated within the range
of 85-100 %, and thus our success rate of 90.7 % of eyes is
comparable with these trials [7,12,21,24,37].
During the course of the 12 month observation period,
visual acuity improved significantly. The greatest gain of
letters was observed in the 1st month (5.7 ± 6.1, median 5
ETDRS letters) after HD-PDT, with a gradual further improvement in the 3rd (8.4 ± 6.4, median 8 ETDRS letters) and
6th month (9.6 ± 7.6, median 10 ETDRS letters), stabilisation of BCVA was attained six months after treatment and
was maintained until the end of the observation period,
when the mean gain was 10.1 ± 7.2 ETDRS letters (median 10). The progressive further improvement of BCVA also
following the reattachment of the neuroretina is probably
due to the gradual improvement of the integrity of the retinal layers, the renewal of the interdigitation zone between
the photoreceptors and the RPE cells [40]. At the end of the
observation period, an improvement of central visual acuity
was observed in our cohort in 50 out of 54 eyes (92.6 %). We
recorded an improvement of mean BCVA from an initial value of 68.9 ± 10.5 ETDRS letters (median 71) to a value of 79
± 11 ETDRS letters (median 82) at the end of the observation
period. In no case did we record a decrease of visual acuity
by 5 or more ETDRS letters. We achieved an improvement of
stabilisation of BCVA in a total of 50 eyes (92.6 %), in 13 eyes
(24.1 %) BCVA improved by more than 3 rows, and in 53.7 %
by more than 2 rows of ETDRS optotypes. Our results are
in congruence with the available literature [1,12,21,26,35].
However, photodynamic therapy may have potential
side effects such as RPE atrophy, crack of RPE, sub-RPE haemorrhage, choroidal ischemia or secondary CNV [6,9,10].
The majority of patients in whom these complications were
described were treated by PDT in the standard dosing regimen [26]. According to the available literature the anatomical and functional results are comparable between
standard and HD-PDT, though it appears that the HD-PDT
method is safer. Fujita et al. did not observe complicating
CNV in any out of 204 eyes treated with the aid of HD-PDT
[12], similarly to Karakus et al., who treated 27 eyes by the
same method [21]. In contrast with these authors, Tseng
describes complicating CNV in connection with HD-PDT in
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2 out of 56 eyes (3.6 %) [48]. In our study we also recorded
the progression of manifestly demonstrated complicating
CNV in 2 eyes (3.7 %) within 1 month of the performance
of treatment, in both cases this concerned CNV type II (thus
minor classic CNV). The development of secondary CNV
upon a background of cCSC has been described especially
in connection with standard PDT or laser photocoagulation,
though CNV may be a complication of cCSC itself [6,11,47].
On the assumption that only patients in whom the baseline
examination (OCT/FAG/ICG) did not demonstrate the presence of CNV were included in our study, we consider the
occurrence of CNV (type II) within one month of the performance of HD-PDT in our cohort to be a complication of
this treatment. Another factor that convinces us of this is
the fact that CNV occurring upon a background of long-term
cCSC as a rule concerns type I neovascularisation, thus occult CNV [4].
With regard to the pathophysiology of the disease, the
use of anti-VEGF preparations for the treatment of CSC is
contentious. A range of clinical trials have provided ambiguous results of the effect of anti-VEGF preparations in the
treatment of CSC [3,8,28]. The pathology itself is not linked
with a higher level of VEGF in the vitreous body, and the
effect of anti-VEGF treatment in CSC without the presence
of CNV has altogether not been demonstrated [27]. However, the situation is different in complicated cases of secondary CNV upon a background of CSC. Previous clinical trials
have demonstrated the anatomical and functional effect of
bevacizumab, ranibizumab and aflibercept in the treatment
of CNV associated with CSC [5,8,23]. However, there is only
very limited data documenting the effectiveness and safety
of combined therapy of PDT and anti-VEGF. Asahi demonstrated positive results of combined therapy of HD-PDT +
aflibercept in patients not responding to conventional treatment (laser photocoagulation, monotherapy with PDT,
monotherapy with anti-VEGF), recording more significant
success above all in eyes complicated by CNV [2].

We consider the advantages of our study to be its prospective design, the complete one-year observation period
for all patients, statistically assessable data, and the consistent relatively large cohort of patients treated and observed
by 1 examiner at 1 clinical centre. A limiting factor is the
absence of a control group (placebo or other therapeutic
procedure), and this therefore does not constitute a randomised clinical evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS
Photodynamic therapy in a reduced-dose regimen is a safe
and effective treatment for chronic forms of central serous
chorioretinopathy. However, it is evident that the treatment
of advanced diffuse and recurring forms of CSC is often very
arduous, and the selection of only one therapeutic modality
may not necessarily lead to a satisfactory anatomical-functional result. From this situation there follows the idea that
combined therapy should possibly be reserved especially for
complicated conditions of CSC, in which a conservative PDT
regimen, in an ischemic terrain of a chronically damaged choriocapillaris and presence of CNV, may further enhance the
expression of VEGF factors. In addition to reducing CSC activity, the application of anti-VEGF could neutralise this negative
impact of PDT and thus reduce the risk of progression of CNV.
Today’s technical advances in the diagnosis and treatment
of CNC in combination with the experiences of our centre
represent a marked improvement of the prognosis of our
patients with cCSC, for whom it is necessary to ensure not
only correct diagnosis of the pathology based on multimodal imaging, but above all correct configuration and timing
of adequate therapy. From the results we have so far it also
ensues that the treatment of chronic forms of CSC should
be commenced in the early stages so that we are able to
attain the best possible anatomical and functional results,
before irreversible changes are manifested, such as DRPE or
complicating CNV.
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